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0. Introduction 
Generating functions have been used in classical mechanics for a long time. For 
example, Poincare used generating functions in his study of celestial mechanics. One 
type of generating functions which he used is 
2+Z: 
z+Z .z--z=ipz - ( > 2 ’ 
where the function C#I gives rise to a symplectic transformation z -+ 5 in Rzn. This type 
of generating functions has become known as Poincare’s generating functions. Another 
type of generating functions often used are the so called generating functions of the 
first type. In a canonical coordinates (p;, qi) they have the form 
(Pi7 Si) + (Pi, Qi) : Pi = $7 pi=_!!?! 
dqi ’ 
where C$ is a function on ILJJ~~. More recently, Feng et al. [4] have developed a symplectic 
numerical method for Hamiltonian systems, in which the generating functions are used 
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in an essential way (see also [5,6,7,8]). See A rnold [l, Appendix 91, for a discussion 
about the use of generating functions. 
Despite their importance and frequent use, generating functions are not invariantly 
defined: upon a change of canonical coordinates, the generating function for the same 
symplectic transformation will take a different form. Nevertheless, Weinstein [9] proved 
that for the Poincare’s generating function, after a symplectic change of coordinates, the 
new generating functions look the same in third coordinates unrelated to the first two. 
It should be pointed out that here the whole question is that of the critical points of the 
generating function. This suggests that we may say that the generating functions of a 
given type are invariant under a symplectic change of coordinates if the new generating 
functions look the same in yet another coordinates (see Section 2 for the definition). 
In this paper we study the invariance of generating functions of general type, where 
the invariance is in the above sense. We obtain a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the invariance of the generating functions of a given type under a given symplectic 
transformation. Our method is different from that of Weinstein [9] in that we only 
use symplectic geometry, while he uses the singularity theory. As a by-product, we 
show that generating functions invariant under a sufficiently large class of symplectic 
transformations must be infinitesimally equivalent to Poincare’s generating function. 
Since the problem is local, we may restrict ourselves to the case of symplectic man- 
ifold !I’%“. The construction of generating functions is based on a symplectic map (cf. 
Feng [4]) Q : T*R” x T*R” + T*(R” x Kiti). Modulo some non-transversality conditions, 
a generating function 4p for a symplectic transformation P : T*IIRn + T*Rn is given 
by the relation 
where z E T*IRn, w E R2n (cf. Sect. 1, 2, 3 for details). Let S : T*Rn + T*IRn be 
a symplectic transformation (i.e. a canonical transformation of coordinates). Roughly 
speaking, we say that the generating is invariant under S if for every transformation P 
satisfying certain transversality conditions, 
4 sopos-1 = 4s 0 AP t c 
for a local diffeomorphism A = Ap which depends on P, where c is a constant. 
To state our main result, introduce D(S) : T*Rn x T’R” + T*Rn x T*Rn, 
D(S)(z, 2) = (S(z), S(Z)), and Ts = cx o D(S) o 0-l. 
Theorem 1. The generating functions constructed via CY are invariant under S if and 
only if 
(i) Ts(Z) = 2, h w ere Z is the zero section of T*iW2n; 
(ii) At any z E 2, the tangent map of Ts can be written as 
6?59*(~w, sq = (B&, gsti>, 
where (6w, 6~) E TZ(T*R2%), and B, is a linear isomorphism of ~~~ (depending on z). 
Invariance of generating junctions 
If we choose o as follows 
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and I, is the n x n identity matrix, then we obtain the Poincare’s generating function. 
As a corollary of Theorem 1 (where all the conditions are trivially satisfied), we recover 
the result of A. Weinstein [9]: 
Corollary. If P, S f;z (0,O) E T*R” and P is given by a generating function ~+4p, 
then there is a local difleomorphism A (depending on P) such that in a neighbourhood 
of 0 E EP, 
+s-lopes = 4~ 0 A t c, 
where c is a constant. 
1. Basic facts about generating functions 
A symplectic manifold is a differentiable manifold together with a closed non- 
degenerate two-form w (symplectic two-form). Since the problem we consider in this 
paper is local, we may assume that the symplectic manifold is T*iR”. The related sym- 
plectic manifolds we will use later on are 
1. T*lRn{~}, with the symplectic two-form w = Cy=r dp; A dq;, z = (p,q), p =I 
(PI,. *. ,Pn>, Q = h...,Qn). 
2. T*R” x T*Rn{z, Z}, with the symplectic two form w = Cyzl dpi Adqi -C,“=, dpi/\ 
Gi;, z = (P, q>, z = (P, (I>- 
3. T*@L~~(w, fb}, with the symplectic two-form w = Cf’, dtii A dwi. 
A Lagrangian submanifold is a submanifold of maximal dimension on which the 
svmplectic two-form vanishes. An important Lagrangian submanifold in !/!‘*&I~~ is the 
xro section 2 = {(w,O), w E R2,} C T*Iw2”. 
A symplectic diffeomorphism P of the symplectic manifold is a diffeomorphism which 
preserves the symplectic two-form w, i.e. P*w = w. The graph of a symplectic transfor- 
mation P : ?‘*Rn -+ T*IRn, gra(P) = ((2, P(z)),, E T*LRn}, is a Lagrangian subman 
ifold in T*R’” x T*lR" (cf. [9]). In particular, the graph of the identity transformation 
of T*Rn is the diagonal of T*R” x T*R" : A := ((2, z), .z E T’Iw~). Conversely, a La-- 
grangian submanifold in T*IR” x Rn is the graph of a local symplectic transformation 
of T*Rn iff it intersects with every submanifold {zu} x T*Rn = {( zu, z), z E T’IIR~) 
transversally. 
Let o : T*IR” x !r*IWn --+ T*IR 2n be a symplectic diffeomorphism. Note that Q maps 
the graph of P, gra(P), to a submanifold L,, which is a Lagrangian submanifold in 
T*R2”. If L, satisfies the transversality condition: 
L, intersects with the fibers of T*IR2n. transversally, (I:1 
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then L, can be written as 
LP = {(WY 4+(w)), w E R2?, (2) 
where 4p is a (locally defined) function on JR 2n The function 4p is called the generating . 
function for P constructed via a. 
Conversely, a function 4 on IR2n gives a Lagrangian submanifold L = {(u.I,~c$(w)), 
W E IR2n}, and hence a Lagrangian submanifold in T*Rn xT*IW”. This last submanifold 
is the graph of a symplectic transformation if and only if it 
intersects every submanifold {zu} x T*Rn = {(zu,z),z E T*Iw~} 
transversally (3) 
So, once cy is given, symplectic transformations and generating functions determine each 
other, provided that the transversality conditions (l), (3) are satisfied respectively. 
2. Definition of the invariance of generating functions 
Since the structure of a generating function +p at a regular point (i.e. dq5p # 0) is 
trivial, therefore we shall focus our attention on its critical points. 
Note that if w is a critical point of $p, then (w,O) E L, n 2 and vice versa. 
Definition. We say that a generating function constructed via cy is invariant under a 
symplectic transformation S if 
(i) Lp satisfies the conditions (l), (3) at Lp n 2 iff Ts(Lo) does so. 
(ii) If q5p, 4sOpOs-~ respectively are the generating functions of P, S o P o S-l, there 
is a local diffeomorphism A = Ap such that 
4 sopos-1 = 4~ 0 AP + c, 
where c is a constant. 
3. The Necessary Condition 
In this section we will prove the necessary condition part of Theorem 1. It follows 
immediately from the definition that: 
Lemma 2. If the generating function constructed via cr is invariant under S, then 
T&z) = 2. 
Proof. We need only to prove that Ts(Z) C 2. Suppose We = (we, 0) C 2 is such 
that Ts(Wu) is not in 2. We choose a Lagrangian submanifold LO through IV,-, which 
satisfies (l), (3) at Wu. Then the generating function for LO has wu as a critical point. 
However, the generating function q$ for L 1 := Ts(Lo) does not have critical points in a 
neighbourhood of wr, where (WI, Wr) = Ts(we,O). So it is impossible for 41 = &oAp+c 
to hold, which is a contradiction. q 
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We will need some facts from symplectic linear algebra. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that Va, VI,. . . , vk are n-dimensional subspaces in IW2” (= T*R”, 
\‘; # Vo, for i > 0. Then there is a Lagrangian subspace V c R2n such that 
R2n = V $ V, = . . . = v $ vk, v n vi # (0). 
Proof. We shall make use of the following fact: if Al,. . . , A, are subspaces of Rn of 
dimension less than n, then IR” # Al U AZ U . . . U A,. 
We first choose a vector 21 E Va such that q is not in Ui>u K. Let Er denote the 
subspace spanned by x1 and Bt := {x, w(x, xl) = O}. Choose x2 E l?: n B1 such tha.t 
.i-l is not in Ui>u I/;. Let B2 be the subspace spanned by xl, x2, and B$- the subspace 
symplectic orthogonal to B2. We choose x3 E B2 n B$ such that 22 is not in lJi>u Vi. 
Repeat this process, we choose a Lagrangian subspace V which satisfies the condition. 
C: 
We will rewrite the transversality conditions (l), (3) in an infinitesimal form. We will 
write ( ZU, ul) as (z). Let I{ denote the set of Lagrangian subspaces V c T*Iw2” satisfying 
the condition V $ F = IW4n, and V $ a*(G) = E24n where F = ((0, IO), ui E Ikk2,}. and 
(; is the subspace G’ = {(z,O), z E T*IWn}. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that a linear symplectic transformation T : T*IWZn -+ TfIIQL27L 
satisfies the following conditions, 
(i) T(Z) = 2; 
(ii) T(V) C: I< whenever V E K; 
ihen 
T= 
where B is a non-singular matrix. 
Proof. Assume 
T= 
Then (i) implies Tr2 = 0, TZZ = TIy’. Set 
Then this new transformation still satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii). 
If 5’ # 0, then F # Tl( F). Applying Lemma 3, we can choose a Lagrangian subspace 
I/’ E K such that V n T;‘(F) # (0) and hence Tl(V) + F # IIk4%. This means TI(V) 
is not in Ii’ while V E Ii, which is a contradiction. So S = 0. Cl 
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We now prove the necessary condition part of Theorem 1. (i) has already been 
proved in Lemma 2, we need only to prove (ii). 
Now the tangent map (T’s), on 2 has the property that a Lagrangian subspace L in 
the tangent space to T*R2” satisfies (l), (3) iff (Ts),(L) does. Applying Lemma 4, we 
prove (ii). Cl 
4. The Sufficient Condition 
In the section, we shall prove the sufficient condition part of Theorem 1. We assume 
that Ts : T*IR2n -+ T*lR2n satisfies (i), (ii) in Theorem ;. 
Lemma 5. The map Ts can be decomposed into 
where 
Ts = TI o T2 
(i) T2 is a symplectic transformation of the form 
T2(w,4 = (B(w), B,*zo), 
where B is a diffeomorphism of R2n. 
(ii) Tl(W) = W, f or any W E 2, and at 2, the tangent map of Tl is the 
transformation. 
Proof. Since Ts(Z) = 2, by restriction to 2, Ts induces a diffeomorphism 
Set 
T,(w,w) = (B(w), B,*a). 
Then Tl = Ts o TT1 satisfies the condition (ii). Cl 
identity 
B of 2. 
Now we need only to prove the theorem for Tl. We shall construct a homotopy of 
symplectic transformations joining Id to Tl. 
Lemma 6. There is a one-parameter family of symplectic transformations Tt (0 < 
t < 1) defined on a neighbourhood of 2 E T*R2n, such that To = I, T’ = Tl, Tt(W) = 
W for all W E 2, and the tangent map of Tt at W E Z is the identity map. 
Proof. We shall use Poincare’s generating function to construct Tt. 
Let q1 be the generating function for Tt, 
W, = Tt(W), W, - W = J-l&, (W; “). 
Since the tangent maps of TI at 2 are the identity transformations, in a neighbourhood 
of 2, Tl can be given by a generating function 9’. 
Now op (for the Poincare’s generating function) maps the submanifold U := 
{(W, W), W E Z} c T*R2” x T*R2n to the following linear subspace in the zero-section 
of T*R4n 
v = {(Y,O); Y = (y,O), y E JRZn}. 
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Symplectic transformations Tt satisfies our conditions iff its generating function 4”(W) 
together with its first and second derivatives vanish on the submanifold Vl = {(y,O), 
y E LP} c E44n. 
Note that the generating function for the identity transformation is 9’ = 0. Set 
$ = tv’, then the corresponding symplectic transformations are what we ask for. Cl 
We may assume that Tt is the phase flow of a time-dependent Hamiltonian system 
with Hamiltonian H(.,t), which is normalized to H(O,t) = 0. 
Let LO C T*IR2” be a Lagrangian submanifold which satisfies the transversality 
conditions (l), (3). Then the one-parameter family of Lagrangian submanifolds Lt := 
Tt( LO) also have this property. Let @ be the generating functions of Lt, then a classical 




= H(w, d&(w), t). (511 
This result follows from the following facts. First recall that the submanifold N = 
{(% 6, t, H(ru, a, t)), ( w, W) E Lt, t E R} is a Lagrangian submanifold in T*(lR2” x Rj 
with respect to the symplectic two-form C dtii A dWi - dt A dE. SO there is a function 
(m( w, t), with p(O,O) = 0, such that locally 
N= w,$,t,$),(w,t) E R2n x Et}. 
so 
&(w,t> = we4 
dW dw ’ 
a+4t> = H 
at ( 
w i)i3(wdt 
> ‘dw * 
From the later relation we have 
&40,t) = 0 
dt ’ 
and hence v(O, t) = 0. So q(w,t) = c#I”( w and hence 4”(w) satisfies the above ) 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 
We are now ready to prove the sufficient condition in Theorem 1. As mentioned, we 
need only to prove the theorem for Tl. 
Let Tt be the one-parameter family of symplectic transformations as in Lemma 6, 
which is the phase flow of a time-dependent Hamiltonian system H(W, t). Then H( IV, t) 
vanishes on the zero section 2. By Malgrange preparation theorem [2], there are smooth 
functions ql,. . . , qzn defined in a neighbourhood of 2, such that 
HP, t) = ~1q1(W t> + * *. + ~2nq2nW, t>, 
where W = (w, ti), ti = (WI,. . . , I&~). 
Suppose Lt = Tt( Lo) is the one-parameter family of Lagrangian submanifolds as 
above, then from (5) we obtain (cf. [l]) 
(6) 
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where r;(w, t) = qi( w, d@(w), t), i = 1, . . . ,271. Hence, let 
generated by 
At be the phase flow on LR2n 
dwl dwn 
- = r1(wW,t), se., dt = rzn(w,t) dt 
then from (6), we obtain #(w) = 4’ o A’(w). In particular, $l = 4’ o A’. Cl 
5. Generating functions invariant under any symplectic transformation 
Lemma 7. Zj a generating junction constructed via Q is invariant under any sym- 
plectic transformation and there is a point (zo,zo) E A such that a(zo, ZO) E 2, then 
o(A) = 2. 
Proof. Choose S to be the phase flow of the Hamiltonian system j; = zf, S = G4,,, 
then Ts = TG;, is the phase flow of F; = Fi o o-r, where F;(z, Z) = j;(z) - j;(Z). By 
Lemma 2, TG;~(Z) = 2, hence the restriction of Fi to 2 is a constant c. On the other 
hand, F;(o(zu:zo)) = j;(zu) - j;(zu) = 0 and hence c = 0. So we have 2 c p;‘(O), 
or CN~~(Z) c F;‘(O) = {(z,I),z = (zl,..., zzn),Z = (51,. ..,,?&),zi = ,&}, and hence 
a-r(Z) c flfz, FiV’(0) = A. Similarly, we can prove that (r(A) C 2. So o-‘(Z) = A. 
0 
Remark. The property that o(A) = 2 is significant in that if a symplectic transfor- 
mation P can be given by a generating function q$, then there is a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between the critical points of c$p and the fixed points of P ([l, Appendix 91, 
PI 1. 
We need the following facts of symplectic linear algebra: 
Lemma. IjC E GL(2 n commutes with any 5’ E Sp(n) (the group of linear symplectic ) 
transformations OSIRIS (= T*Rn)) then C = X012,. 
The proof of this lemma is somehow standard, which we omit. 
Lemma 8. Suppose ,f? E GL(4n) satisfies 
PT J4nP = J -4,? (7) 
and for any s E Sp(n) there is v E GL(2n) such that 
P( 8 y)“‘=( t; &) 
then /3 can be written either us 
(8) 




From (8) we obtain 
Aas = vAp, 
- 
A 
7 where ATD = -DTA = -Jz,/2. 
D 




Boas = vBp, Sps = v-~C~, Di3s = v-~D~. (9) 
We want to prove that there are numbers Xrr, Ar2, X21, A22 and matrices A, D such that 
Ap = AllA, Bp = X124 C, = X21D, Dp = &D. (10) 
(i) If det(A0) # 0, th en it follows from (9) that (Aj’Bo)s = s(Aj’Bp), hence 
A;’ Bp = XI. 
(ii) If det(Ap) = 0, th en Ker Ap is not empty. Then it follows from (9) that if 
T E Ker Ap, then s(x) E Ker Ap. Hence Ker Ap is invariant under any s E Sp(n). 
On the hand, for any a, b E RR*” - {0}, there is an s E Sp(n) such that s(a) = b. So 
Ker Ap = R2n, or Ap = 0. 
In both cases, we proved (10) . 
Now since p must satisfy (7), we have 
&1A21(ATD - DTA) = -J27L, X12X2*(ATD - DTA) = J2n, (11) 
X12X2,AT D - X2&DTA = 0, X$I~~A~D - X21X,2DTA = 0. (12) 
We may assume, without loss of generality, that X 11 = 1, xr* = x1, x*r = x2, x*2 = 1. 
From (19), we obtain Ai = 1, and the lemma follows. Cl 
Theorem 9. Suppose that (Y : T*RW” x T’IR” -+ T*IR2n is a symplectic difleomorphism 
with the property CY(A) = 2, cr(O,O) = (0,O). Th en a has the following property that 
whenever symplectic transformations P, S fixing (0,O) E T*R”, 
4 sopos-1 = $POAP+C, 
where Ap is a local diffcomorphism, if and only if at (0,O) E T*IRn x T*IR”, the tangent 
map of cy has the form 
a,(&~, St) = (+B(Sz + Sz), +A(Sz - 62)). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 8. 0 
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6. Special cases 
Consider a linear symplectic map 
a : T*Rn x T*IR” -+ T*P, c&z) = (C,z + Dcuz, A,z + B,z), 
which can be represented as a matrix 
A, & 
CX= 
( ) C, D, ’ 
Suppose det(C, + DQ) # 0, Feng Kang (unpublished) has shown that the generating 





(I + q/2 (I- q/2 ’ 
where b satisfies bT J -I- Jb = 0. Hence, we may only consider those generating functions 
constructed via the above ~0. 
In this case, Theorem 1 gives 
Corollary 10. Suppose S jxes (0,O) E T*Rn, and its tangent map at (0,O) satisfies 
S,(O)b = b&(O), th en, for a symplectic transformation which fixes (0,O) and which 
can be given by a generating function ~$p, there is a local diffeomorphism Ap such that 
in a neighbourhood of 0 E R2n, 
4 sopos-1 = 4~ 0 AP t c. 
The result of Weinstein [9] corresponds to the special case b = 0. 
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